White matter lesions, quantified as 'white matter signal abnormalities' (WMSA) on neuroimaging, are common incidental findings on brain images of older adults. This tissue damage is linked to cerebrovascular dysfunction and is associated with cognitive decline. The regional distribution of WMSA throughout the cerebral white matter has been described at a gross scale; however, to date no prior study has described regional patterns relative to cortical gyral landmarks which may be important for understanding functional impact. Additionally, no prior study has described how regional WMSA volume scales with total global WMSA. Such information could be used in the creation of a pathologic 'staging' of WMSA through a detailed regional characterization at the individual level. Magnetic resonance imaging data from 97 cognitively-healthy older individuals (OC) aged 52-90 from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) study were processed using a novel WMSA labeling procedure described in our prior work. WMSA were quantified regionally using a procedure that segments the cerebral white matter into 35 bilateral units based on proximity to landmarks in the cerebral cortex. An initial staging was performed by quantifying the regional WMSA volume in four groups based on quartiles of total WMSA volume (quartiles I-IV). A consistent spatial pattern of WMSA accumulation was observed with increasing quartile. A clustering procedure was then used to distinguish regions based on patterns of scaling of regional WMSA to global WMSA. Three patterns were extracted that showed high, medium, and non-scaling with global WMSA. Regions in the high-scaling cluster included periventricular, caudal and rostral middle frontal, inferior and superior parietal, supramarginal, and precuneus white matter. A data-driven staging procedure was then created based on patterns of WMSA scaling and specific regional cut-off values from the quartile analyses. Individuals with Alzheimer's disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) were then additionally staged, and significant differences in the percent of each diagnostic group in Stages I and IV were observed, with more AD individuals residing in Stage IV and more OC and MCI individuals residing in Stage I. These data demonstrate a consistent regional scaling relationship between global and regional WMSA that can be used to classify individuals into one of four stages of white matter disease. White matter staging could play an important role in a better understanding and the treatment of cerebrovascular contributions to brain aging and dementia.
Introduction
White matter signal abnormalities (WMSA; also commonly referred to as 'white matter hyperintensities of presumed vascular origin') [1] [2] [3] as detected on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [4] [5] [6] are a common pathology found in the aging brain. To date, the integration of WMSA into an understanding of both normal and diseased brain aging has been challenging. Prior studies have demonstrated that WMSA are associated with a range of altered neurological and psychological profiles and contribute to the profile of dementia in individuals with compounded neurological disease 7,10-18 , yet they are often treated as a benign comorbidity of aging due to their high prevalence of 80-95% in older adults [7] [8] [9] . In order to better understand the development of WMSA without the complications of concurrent cognitive impairments, the aim of the current study is to outline a staging procedure for WMSA in cognitively healthy older adults that can be applied to disease populations such as Alzheimer's disease (AD) and mild cognitive impairment (MCI) to determine how WMSA involvement relates to disease state.
Visual rating scales exist for describing the degree of WMSA within an individual 19, 20 . These scales have been useful in ranking individuals based primarily on the degree of periventricular compared to deep WMSA. While individual variation exists, imaging studies have demonstrated that WMSA generally first appear and are most prominent in periventricular areas when total lesion burden is low, but they progressively expand to include white matter distal to the ventricles and proximal to the cortex with greater disease burden 22, 23 . It is still unclear, however, whether or not aging individuals show a stereotypical pattern of WMSA development. This study investigates whether there exists a consistent relationship between global and regional WMSA burden and uses this information in the quantitative staging of white matter disease based on vulnerable brain regions.
Here we used an approach to perform an individual staging of WMSA that is inspired from prior neuropathological studies that quantify the degree of regional pathology in conditions such as
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 4 Alzheimer's disease by sorting individuals based on the severity of the given pathology and determining if a spatial pattern emerges 24, 25 . This creation of a WMSA staging procedure is limited to cognitively healthy older adults enrolled in the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative to avoid complications of comorbid neurodegenerative processes. In addition to this staging procedure, we devise a method to study the relationship between regional and global WMSA burden in order to understand how the WMSA burden in different regions of the WM scales with total WMSA, demonstrating specific regional vulnerabilities to WMSA. To provide an example of this method's utility, the final staging procedure is then applied to individuals with AD and MCI to determine the relationship between disease prevalence and WMSA stage.
Methods

Data
Data used in the preparation of this article were obtained from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database (adni.loni.usc.edu). The present study used data from the ADNI-1 database. Ninety-seven individuals were selected who had no present or history of cognitive impairment and no history of stroke. Data were selected based on the availability of images that had been already locally processed with FreeSurfer and limited to datasets with available T1-weighted, T2weighted, and proton density (PD)-weighted images for WMSA processing. Demographic data such as age, sex, years of education, history of hypertension, history of endocrine-metabolic disorder, and Mini Mental State Examination (MMSE) scores were additionally acquired from the ADNI database.
Three diagnostic groups were used in this study: older controls (OC, n=97), mild cognitive impairment (MCI n=121), and Alzheimer's disease (AD n=127). Briefly, all MCI participants have reported a subjective memory concern either autonomously or via an informant or clinician but do not have significant levels of impairment in other cognitive domains and have essentially preserved activities of daily living with no signs of dementia (i.e., all MCI individuals are amnestic MCI only). AD participants 
MRI Acquisition
All data were acquired on a 1.5-T scanner at rigorously validated sites, which all followed a previously described standardized protocol 26 . The protocol included a high-resolution, T1-weighted sagittal volumetric magnetization prepared rapid gradient echo sequence and axial PD and/or T2weighted fast spin echo sequence. The ADNI MRI core optimized the acquisition parameters of these sequences for each make and model of scanner included in the study. All scanner sites were required to pass a strict scanner validation test before being allowed to scan ADNI participants. Additionally, each scan of ADNI participants included a scan of the phantom, which was required to pass additional strict validation tests.
MRI Preprocessing
Each individual's T1-weighted MRI was processed using FreeSurfer's main recon-all processing stream with a recently described extension for the segmentation of WMSAs 4 . Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation was performed using FreeSurfer (surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/, version 5.1). The technical details of these procedures are described in prior publications [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] .
WMSA Segmentation
Images were processed with an automatic WMSA segmentation stream that has been previously described 4 . Briefly, this procedure performs intensity normalization of an individual's T1-, T2-and PDweighted images using a multimodal atlas, and segments WMSA from normal-appearing white matter (NAWM) using a multimodal Gaussian classifier as well as individual-based heuristics.
The WM was divided into 70 regions of interest (ROIs) that encompassed the entire subcortical WM as well as the periventricular WM as described previously 37 . These ROIs were automatically created during FreeSurfer's recon-all processing stream, and correspond to the WM areas below the surface of the anatomically-defined cortical gray matter areas. ROIs were then combined across hemispheres for a total of 35 final ROIs, as WMSA have been shown to be a generally symmetrical pathology 1 . For each ROI, the WMSA burden was calculated in three different ways. First, the raw volume of WMSA in each ROI was calculated. Second, due to the known decrease in WM volume with increasing age 37 , the WMSA volume as a percent of the individual's native space total WM volume (NAWM+WMSA) was also calculated. Finally, WMSA volume as a percent of a standard atlas ROI's total WM was calculated to account for the possibility that atrophy of WMSA and NAWM regions occurred at differing rates. All three methods generated nearly identical staging results, and therefore the only metric that is fully presented here is WMSA as a percent of the individual's total native space WM volume.
Quartile-based Staging
After WMSA segmentation, the 97 OC individuals were sequentially ordered based on total global WMSA volume (rank ordered from lowest to highest WMSA volume) for an initial/preliminary staging. Four stages were defined by dividing individuals into simple quartiles corresponding to those with the lowest total WMSA (Quartile I, n=25), mid-low total WMSA (Quartile II, n=25), mid-high total WMSA (Quartile III, n=25), and highest total WMSA (Quartile IV, n=22) ( Figure 1 , image and first dashed box). Using quartiles is somewhat arbitrary however we found similar results when using tertiles, quartiles, and quantiles. Quartiles were settled on as a final choice as it allowed a compromise between As with neuropathological studies 24, 25, 38 , we infer staging based on cross-sectional information and use regional scaling relationships with total WMSA burden as the basis of our this procedure. This is appropriate for the given study as age-associated WMSA volume has been demonstrated to be nondecreasing with longitudinal data 39, 40 and therefore a staged process can be inferred cross-sectionally.
Regional Scaling
We are seeking a way to quantify how the WMSA burden in a given ROI scales with global burden. To do this, we first performed an ANOVA testing for a difference across the four quartiles for each of the 35 ROIs. As the quartiles were determined based on global WMSA, a high F-value indicates that the ROI's WMSA load strongly scales with global WMSA load. Next, we clustered the ROIs into three groups based on F-value using a k-means (k=3) algorithm. These three progression clusters correspond to: (1) non-scaling ROIs: low F-valued ROIs, (2) mid-scaling ROIs (middle F-values), and (3) High-scaling ROIs (high F-values). The identity of the ROIs in the progression clusters gives an idea of how WMSA burden spatially manifests across the brain, which is the goal of this study (Figure 1 , second dashed box).
To evaluate our scaling method statistically, we employed a permutation-knockout test to determine whether the spatial scaling pattern that we found was likely to appear by chance. Under the null hypothesis, no ROI scales higher than any other ROI with global WMSA load. In each permutation, we randomly reassigned the WMSA volume of an ROI for a given subject to another ROI in that subject, repeating for all subjects. The data was then staged, and the F-value was computed for the ROI that had the highest F-value in the real data. This was repeated 10,000 times. The p-value for this top-ranking ROI
was then computed as the number of times out of 10,000 that the permutation F-value exceeded the Fvalue in the true data. The same procedure was repeated for the ROI with the second highest F-value except that the highest ranking ROI was removed (knocked out). This was repeated for all high-scaling
ROIs, knocking out the previous highest-ranking ROI. If the pattern found in the true data is likely to be seen by chance, then the p-values should be relatively high. Note that we cannot simply use the p-values computed from the ANOVA F-test they would be biased by the staging procedure.
To test reliability, 10,000 permutations were performed in which random subsamples of 64 individuals were chosen for each permutation. The above methodology was then applied to each subsample, by first ordering the 64 subjects, splitting them into quartiles, and performing ROI-based ANOVAs on each ROI. F-stats from the ANOVAs were then clustered, and the number of times out of 10,000 that each ROI was placed into its true scaling cluster, as determined from the full dataset, was calculated as its reliability score.
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Staging Cut-offs
To provide a quantitative guideline by which to stage future individuals, we developed a cut-offbased staging system using information from the quartile-based staging. This was done by identifying high-scaling ROIs from the quartile-based analyses and working backwards from Stage IV to Stage I.
More specifically, the high-scaling ROI that showed the greatest WMSA difference between the third and fourth quartiles was first identified. The mean and standard deviation of the WMSA burden in this ROI in the fourth quartile were used to determine a cut-off value (cut-off 1). This was then repeated with high-scaling ROIs that differed significantly between the second and third quartiles (cut-off 2), and the first and second quartiles (cut-off 3). These three cut-off values were then used to re-stage all individuals in the OC group. F-tests for the equality of variances between quartile-based and final stages 
Statistical Analyses
Differences across quartiles in continuous demographic variables such as age and years of education were assessed using a one-way ANOVA with follow-up Tukey tests in cases where a p-value less than 0.05 was found. Chi-squared goodness-of-fit tests were conducted to assess group differences in categorical variables such as sex, history of hypertension, and current hypercholesteremia. All statistical analyses were conducted using MatLab's 2013b statistical package.
To assess for a relationship between WMSA stage distribution and clinical diagnosis, our final analysis staged the MCI and AD individuals using the staging cut-offs described above. Proportional differences between diagnostic groups in each stage were determined using a chi-squared goodness-offit test with follow-up Marascuillo tests to determine pairwise differences.
Results
Demographics
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Demographic information for the OC individuals in each of the four quartile-based stages are listed in Table 1 . Stages differed in age, with individuals in Quartile I being significantly younger than individuals in Quartiles III and IV. As designed, there was a significant increase in total WMSA burden at each progressive stage. Individuals in the four stages did not differ in MMSE, sex distribution, years of education, hypercholesteremia, history of hypertension, or history of endocrine-metabolic disorder. Table 2 : Mean and variance WMSA% values for each ROI for each of the four quartiles. For quartiles I -III, n=25; for quartile IV, n=22. Cells with '--' indicate that less than 1% of the ROI was WMSA. STS=superior temporal sulcus, AC=anterior cingulate, MF=middle frontal (Red = non-scaling, orange = mid-scaling, yellow = high-scaling) *Reliability score of at least 70% in cross-validation
Individuals in
Postcentral* -- -- -- 1.33 (0.009) Supramarginal* -- -- -- 2.38 (0.022) Cuneus* -- -- -- -- Entorhinal* -- -- -- -- Medial Orbitofrontal* -- -- -- -- Middle Temporal* -- -- -- -- Parahippocampal* -- -- -- -- Inferior Temporal* -- -- -- -- Superior Temporal* -- -- -- -- Transverse Temporal* -- -- -- -- Frontal Pole* -- -- -- -- Pars Orbitalis* -- -- -- --A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 13
Spatial Differences Across Quartiles
Within-quartile means and variances of percentages of ROIs occupied by WMSA for each stage are reported in Table 2 . The red, orange, and yellow colors indicate the progression cluster that the ROI belongs to. Isthmus cingulate (retrosplenial cortex) is an example of a non-progressing cluster as its WMSA load does not change much across the four quartiles (1.51, 1.02, 1.52, and 1.22% of the total ROI volume). On the other hand, precuneus is a fast progressing cluster with the WMSA load increasing by a factor of 2.7 from quartile I to quartile IV (2.60, 3.05, 4.91, and 6.92% of total ROI volume). Figure 2 demonstrates mean values visually; Figure 3 shows variances and demonstrates generally low variance across ROIs suggesting consistency to the observed staging. Table 2 .
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K-means clustering performed on F-statistics from one-way ANOVAs on each ROI's across-
quartile WMSA measure demonstrated three distinct clusters that differentially increased in WMSA volume with increasing quartile. We deemed ROIs in the cluster with the highest F-statistic centroid to be high-scaling, those in the middle cluster being mid-scaling, and those in the lowest cluster to be nonscaling ( Figure 4 ; also denoted in Table 2 ).
The high-scaling cluster was composed of rostral and caudal middle frontal, inferior and superior parietal, precuneus, supramarginal, and periventricular WM. Figure 5 shows actual progression curves along with boxplots for example ROIs from each cluster. Mean F-statistics for non-scaling, mid-scaling, and high-scaling clusters were 19.6383, 8.6318, and 1.6098, respectively. Notably, several ROIs did not have greater than 1% WMSA until Quartiles III or IV; supramarginal WM in the high-scaling cluster, and Figure 4 : Surface maps depicting which scaling cluster each region's underlying WM belongs to, with respect to WMSA percent of total ROI WM (WMSA percent), as determined by statistically different WMSA measurements across all four quartiles of WMSA burden. Scaling here refers to the strength of the statistical significance when assessing WMSA burden across the four quartiles for a given region, where "high-scaling" indicates that the increase in regional WMSA with increasing quartile is highly significant.
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17 the postcentral and banks of the superior temporal sulcus WM in the mid-scaling cluster (dark regions in Figure 4 ). All high-scaling regions followed a more non-linear trajectory than mid-scaling regions, with greater amounts of WMSA increase occurring at each increasing quartile. Noting the high variance in inferior parietal WMSA in Quartile IV individuals, we conducted a separate follow-up analysis using these 22 individuals to determine if the overall spatial pattern of WMSA differed between those with high (n=11) and low (n=11) inferior parietal WMSA. We determined the mean WMSA volume percent in each ROI for these two new subgroups, and subtracted the ROIbased mean values of the low inferior parietal WMSA individuals from the high inferior parietal WMSA individuals. These two splits did not differ in age, sex distribution, history of hypertension, hypercholesteremia, or endocrine-metabolic disease. In the 'high' split individuals, WMSA volume percent was on average 7.84% higher in the periventricular WM, 4.5% higher in the inferior parietal WM, 3.7% higher in the precuneus WM, 2.3% higher in the paracentral WM, and 2% higher in the posterior and caudal anterior cingulate WM, but less than 0.5% higher in all other ROIs. These reflect the regions that demonstrated the highest degrees of variance across all quartiles. Importantly, the mean WMSA burdens of all of these regions in in the 'low' split Quartile IV individuals were still higher than the means in the Quartile III individuals.
Cluster Validation
Reliability of these clusters was determined by performing 10,000 iterations of the quartiling and clustering technique with subsamples of the data. Twenty-seven of the 35 ROIs had reliability scores over 70% (starred ROIs in Table 2 ). All other ROIs had a reliability score above 60% with the exception of caudal middle frontal WM, whose score was 50.1%, and was equally assigned to mid-scaling and highscaling.
Periventricular WM demonstrated the highest F-statistic in the true data (26.1293) and was first tested for significance. Using the ROI-shuffling method, none of the 10,000 iterations produced a maximum F-statistic higher than 26.1293 and periventricular WMSA was deemed to be a significantly high-scaling ROI at p<0.0001. For the remaining high-scaling ROIs, only two or fewer shuffling iterations generated an F-statistic higher than that generated for the true data, and therefore the F-statistics for all high-scaling ROIs are significant at p<0.0002. These p-values are not corrected for multiple comparisons; however, they are so significant that they would still be significant even Bonferroni correction across the 70 ROIs.
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Cut-off Based Staging
For this final staging using ROI cut-off values, all individuals were considered for inclusion in any stage. Cut-off values for stage inclusion were based on the seven ROIs deemed high-scaling in the quartile-based staging, and a flowchart of this process is shown in Figure 6 . The supramarginal WM showed the greatest difference between the third and fourth quartiles as determined by a t-test. Using the mean and standard deviation values reported in Figure 1) , but within-ROI variance significantly decreased in several ROIs across all stages ( Supplementary Figure 2) , indicating greater similarity between individuals in each final stage.
Staging Across Diagnostic Group
Using the staging cut-off values, we then staged our MCI and AD groups. Individuals in these groups did not differ significantly in age, education, or history of cardiovascular risk factors nor did they differ from the OC group. Results of the percent of individuals in each group and stage are shown in Figure 7 . A chi-squared goodness-of-fit test indicated that within-stage percentages were different across the three diagnostic groups (χ 2 = 15.4490, p = 0.017) and follow-up Marascuillo test for multiple comparisons demonstrated that significant differences were between AD and MCI, and AD and OC, in Stages I and IV (p<0.01). As expected, the greatest percentage of the AD group fell into Stage IV, and the greatest percentage of the OC group fell into Stage I. Demographic data for these three diagnostic groups is presented in Supplementary Table 2 .
Discussion
We present here a regional staging of age-associated WMSA based on MRI measures of WMSA quantified by their proximity to cortical landmarks. We demonstrate that the regional scaling of WMSA to global burden, which we infer is due to the pathologic course of white matter disease, follows a consistent spatial pattern in cognitively healthy older adults, implying differential regional vulnerability to disease. Individuals with AD then showed an increase in prevalence in Stage IV over both OC and MCI groups, as well as a decrease in prevalence in Stage I. These results also emphasize the need to better understand the factors that contribute to the pathophysiology of WMSA in older adults and diseases of aging. Collectively, this information may lead to a better understanding of the mechanisms contributing to age-associated WMSA and how this tissue damage compromises neurological function and clinical status in older adults.
As in post-mortem studies 24, 25, 38 , the current work used single time point data to infer stages based on the examination of accumulating regional pathology. In contrast to prior work, we used the global burden of WMSA as a metric of overall disease and used this to determine the regional profile with increasing total lesion volume. Given that WMSA do not decrease or shrink in the context of aging 39, 41 , we infer here that this regional scaling is linked to progression of disease burden. The results therefore suggest that in cognitively healthy aging, WMSA originate in periventricular WM as well as the WM underlying caudal frontal, superior frontal, precuneus, and cingulum gray matter. Secondary
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T 22 progression includes inferior parietal, occipital, and some medial temporal regions, followed by WMSA progression to superior parietal WM, and finally supramarginal WM. We oberve a general sparing of lateral temporal, orbitofrontal, cuneus, parahippocampal, and entorhinal WM. It is interesting to note that these spared regions are regions that are known to be susceptible to classical Alzheimer's neurofibrillary pathology 24 . It is therefore possible that regions showing rapid accumulation of white matter disease may have a particularly appreciable influence on cognitive status as a 'second hit' 42, 43 to regions being used in a compensatory manner to overcome the primary neurodegenerative deficits. This speculative idea will be examined in future work.
The seven regions that were clustered as high-scaling with global burden were inferior and superior parietal, supramarginal, precuneus, periventricular, and caudal and rostral middle frontal WM.
This pattern was found to be highly unlikely by chance using a permutation test. The pattern persisted when using a random subsampling of the total subject pool. Of great significance is that these regions align to known cerebrovascular boundary zones (also known as watershed regions), which are areas that are at the border of blood supply zones from two different major cerebral arteries and are thus most susceptible to hypoperfusion 44, 45 . Furthermore, these regions are in close proximity to cortical regions in which cerebral blood flow (CBF) is known to decrease with advancing age 46 . The relationship between reductions in WM integrity and reductions in cortical CBF have also been demonstrated 12, 47 , supporting the idea that these high-scaling regions may be tightly linked to neighboring cortical perfusion changes.
We conclude that the spatial patterns and degree of accumulation of WMSA across the defined stages are due to common age-associated processes including decrements in vascular health. However, we note that common clinical indicators such as 'hypertension' are not particularly sensitive to detecting this burden based on WMSA staging.
A portion of the regions examined appear to be inevitably affected by WMSA, even in the early stages, but do not show increases in WMSA with increasing global burden and were categorized as non- have been shown to have a dual-blood supply 48 . A dual-blood supply decreases a region's susceptibility to hypoperfusion, and therefore may explain why these regions do not show increased damage with increased global WMSA.
High-scaling regions were used to determine cut-off values for 'final' staging of individuals. This method provided a non-quartile-based procedure for assigning individuals to WMSA stage, yet it followed a similar pattern of spatial WMSA development. Furthermore, increases in hypertension with increasing stage were observed using this staging method, reflecting the extensive histological and epidemiological literature that has shown links between hypertension and WM integrity 39, 49 , and regions of WM damage are often due to hypoperfusion of the surrounding tissue [50] [51] [52] .Studies have demonstrated hypoperfusion in normal-appearing white matter that precedes the development of WMSA 53 . Due to the differing levels of perfusion throughout the WM, it is likely that different WM regions become damaged at different rates, depending on the regional susceptibility to hypoperfusion 48 . In addition to the differences in physiological factors across secondary stages seen in the older controls, we demonstrated increased prevalence of AD in Stage IV over controls and individuals with MCI, as well as a decrease in prevalence of AD in Stage I. While it has been shown before that individuals with AD have a greater global WMSA burden than OC and MCI individuals, no regional WMSA staging mechanism has existed prior to this study that demonstrates a similar ability to separate these diagnoses.
Overall, the current data demonstrate a regionally stereotyped increase in WMSA with increasing overall burden in cognitively healthy older adults. Cut-off values for supramarginal, inferior parietal, and caudal middle frontal WMSA have been proposed as staging guidelines, and these values stages using ROI cut-off values derived from quartile-based staging and described in Figure 5 . Percent of an ROI's total WM that is occupied by WMSA is used as a metric for comparison across stages (color bar). Surface maps showing the percent of each region's underlying WM that is occupied by WMSA (first and second columns) and an axial slice through the periventricular WM showing these values in a volume view (third column) for WM disease stages I -IV. Demographics for these individuals are reported in Supplementary Table 1 .
Supplementary Tables and Figures
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A C C E P T E D M
A N U S C R I P T 28 Supplementary Figure 2 : Within-stage variance maps of the volume percent of WMSA in each ROI for stagingusing ROI cut-off values derived from quartilebased staging and described in Figure 5 . Colorbar represents within-ROI variance in terms of the percent of the ROI. Values for the seven high-scaling ROIs are reported in Supplementary Table 1  White signal abnormalities (WMSA) manifest in a stereotyped juxtacortical spatial pattern in cognitively healthy aging  We present a procedure for staging WMSA using cut-off values derived from statistical analyses  We present also a method to assess how regional WMSA scales with global WMSA to identify regions of the white matter that are particularly vulnerable to the development of WMSA  Regions at cerebral perfusion boundary zones scale higher with global WMSA load than regions with a dual blood supply  There are more individuals with Alzheimer's disease than cognitively heathy older controls in higher stages of WMSA
